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Suddenly, the members of Cleveland's baseball team sound like superheroes – the "Guardians" of their baseball galaxy. The Guardians. The "G-Men," I imagine it will become in shorthand for ...
Gary Brown: Getting used to the Guardians
With the spread of the more transmissible Delta variant continuing nationwide, the recent surge in Covid-19 cases is being largely driven by swaths of people that remain unvaccinated, according to one ...
US coronavirus: 'The problem remains with the unvaccinated,' one expert says as Covid-19 cases surge in the US
Creating a diverse, equitable and inclusive workforce requires HR leaders to integrate DEI strategy into employee experience practices.
DEI programs struggling? Connect them to EX with these 4 strategies
With the spread of the more transmissible Delta variant continuing nationwide, the recent surge in Covid-19 cases is being largely driven by swaths of people that remain unvaccinated, according to one ...
‘The problem remains with the unvaccinated,’ one expert says as COVID surges
Amid an alarming spike in antisemitism, JewBelong pivots to garner mainstream support, but critics say the organization's eye-catching billboards largely resonate with donors ...
Campaign hopes to fight US Jew-hatred with shocking ads, but who’s reading them?
The adult animated comedy will premiere Sept. 17 on Netflix. Expect cameos by Chicago favorites — maybe even Party Aunt's crush, Tom Skilling.
Chicago Party Aunt Is Getting Her Own Netflix Show With RuPaul, Lauren Ash — And It’s ‘A Love Letter To’ The City
IDAHO FALLS, Idaho. About 89% of Idaho residents live in communities where officials say masks should be worn again. The Post Register reports Wednesday that 27 of Idaho’s 44 co ...
Most Idaho residents live in areas with mask recommendation
By Aya Elamroussi, CNN With the spread of the more transmissible Delta variant continuing nationwide, the recent surge in Covid-19 cases is being largely driven by swaths of people that remain ...
‘The problem remains with the unvaccinated,’ one expert says as Covid-19 cases surge in the US
In another dispiriting setback for the nation’s efforts to stamp out the coronavirus, scientists who studied a big COVID-19 outbreak in Massachusetts concluded that vaccinated people who got ...
Study: Vaccinated people can carry as much virus as others
A look at a new SPAC in the healthcare business with great long-term potential.
The Next Nano-X, but With Less Risk?
The United States is facing a COVID-19 surge this summer as the more contagious delta variant spreads. More than 612,000 Americans have died from COVID-19 and over 4.1 million people have died ...
COVID-19 live updates: Delta leaves vaccinated, unvaccinated with similarly high viral loads, CDC says
Joe Burrow is receiving a ton of praise. Not like Bengals fans needed more reasons to believe in their franchise QB. Still, it is nice. But, really, what does all this mean at this point in the ...
Is Joe Burrow getting too much hype?
When Brennan Othmann reunited with skating coach Lisa Clark three years ago at the age of 15, his confidence was dangerously low. NHL scouts had significant concern surrounding his skating ...
Reunion with childhood coach turned Brennan Othmann into Rangers’ pick
As the Happy Mondays dancer releases his first track as a vocalist, he reminisces about his youth, from spells in prison to bonding with Shaun Ryder at the Haçienda ...
Bez’s teenage obsessions: ‘With cider, you can literally taste spirituality’
The trading price of Plains GP Holdings L.P. (NASDAQ:PAGP) closed higher on Tuesday, July 20, closing at $10.24, 1.89% higher than its previous close. >> 7 Top Picks for the Post-Pandemic Economy ...
Plains GP Holdings L.P. (NASDAQ: PAGP) Is Down -87.89% Since Its Low, And It’s Only Getting Started.
"Sharpening knives? We not only do that, we kill others in front of them too," he said, asking people to be more kind.
Ali Gul Pir's message about treating sacrificial animals with respect hits home this Eidul Azha
The Florida Department of Health-Duval said it supports Duval County Public Schools’ position to ‘strongly encourage’ masks when school starts in less than two weeks with no mandate.
Superintendent Dr. Greene addresses DCPS mask recommendation: ‘It’s a family decision’
Tennessee Titans quarterback Ryan Tannehill had no intention of getting vaccinated against COVID-19. The NFL’s extensive protocols for unvaccinated players ultimately changed his mind.
Tannehill, Titans get on board with NFL COVID-19 protocols
Fox TV host Laura Ingraham locked horns with lawyer Alan Dershowitz over the prospect of mandated vaccinations. Mr Dershowitz, was arguing the case for compulsory vaccination and made a comparison ...
Laura Ingraham loses her cool as Alan Dershowitz challenges her anti-vax narrative
The Talk’s Amanda Kloots has opened up about dating ‘for the first time’ after her husband Nick Cordero died due to COVID-19 complications.
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